This is … The Orange County ARES Training Net will begin in 5 minutes. Please make any urgent calls now. (9:25AM)
Calling the Orange County ARES Training Net, Calling the Orange County ARES Training NET. This is ______________ operating as W4EZ, Net Control.

This net meets every Saturday at 9:30 AM through the courtesy of the Orange County Radio Amateurs and uses the W4UNC 442.150 repeater, accessed with a 131.8 PL tone. All licensed amateurs are welcome to use this open repeater.

This net provides training in procedures that would apply in an actual emergency, exercises Orange County ARES communications, and is used to transmit bulletins of interest to the amateur radio community.

This is a directed net. When checking in, say your phonetic call sign, and do not secure until permission granted by Net Control. Is there a back up net control on frequency?
______________( ) is backup net control. (check out last)

Stations with Emergency, priority or time-value traffic, please call now.
____________( )____________( )____________( )____________( )____________( )
(Handle Immediately ↑)

Stations with Net Announcements, please call now.
____________( )____________( )____________( )____________( )____________( )
The net recognizes ↑↑ with announcements. (Handle later as indicated below)

We will accept check-ins by order of your callsign suffix. Stations with suffix Alpha through Golf, please call now.
____________( )____________( )____________( )____________( )____________( )

The net recognizes ↑↑ ; Stations with suffix Hotel through November, please call now.
____________( )____________( )____________( )____________( )____________( )

The net recognizes ↑↑ ; Stations with suffix Oscar through Tango, please call now.
____________( )____________( )____________( )____________( )____________( )

The net recognizes ↑↑ ; Stations with suffix Uniform through Zulu, please call now.
____________( )____________( )____________( )____________( )____________( )
The net recognizes ↑↑ ; Last Call for check-ins, Alpha through Zulu, please call now.
____________( )____________( )____________( )____________( )____________( )

The net recognizes ↑↑.

(from net announcement list ↑↑ ) xxxx, go with your Announcement.

Is there Net Training and if so, how long? __________

Any stations needing to secure now, before the _____ minute training, say your callsign now. (As stations secure, mark above lists – (S) for Secured, and acknowledge) xxxx, proceed with the net training.

The net will now be secured by roll call checkout. When your station is called, say your call sign and either “secure” or “in for comment”. Mark list of Stations (S) Secured or (C) in for Comment.

We will now have our informal discussion, beginning with station xxxxxx, go with your comments.

This concludes the Orange County ARES training net. Thanks to all who checked in, and Orange County Radio Amateurs for the use of the W4UNC 442.150 repeater. This is W4EZ returning the repeater to normal amateur use.

Date: __________ Total Check-Ins _____ Traffic Count _____ Time Net Complete __________

Send a net report with the above information to the OCRA EC (lbmeier @ bellsouth.net) within a few days after calling the net.
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